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Abstract. A gray-scale thinning algorithm based on local min/max operations is 
newly proposed. Erosion and dilation properties of local min/max operations 
create new ridges from the given image. Thus grey scale skeletons can be effec-
tively obtained by accumulating such ridges. The proposed method is quite sali-
ent because it can be also applied to an unsegmented image in which objects are 
not specified. 

1   Introduction 

Thinning is one of the most important pre-processing steps for image analysis and 
understanding. Many thinning techniques showing quite good results have been de-
veloped for binary image [1][2][3]. However, as the generalization of bi-level  
thinning, the grey level thinning has been not yet actively studied, even though con-
siderable its own particular applications such as thinning the object of non-uniform 
brightness or determining the tinned edge are exist. 

As a previous study on grey-level thinning, Peleg proposed the method that uses 
the erosion and dilation properties derived from the local min/max operation [4]. This 
method has some merits that a pre-processing to divide a given grey image into the 
object and background is not required and the extracted edge position usually corre-
spond to the part having large pixel value in the object. However, it shows poor edge 
connectivity. 

Salari proposed a thinning technique based on ridge tracing in which the skeleton 
of an object is obtained by detecting the ridge parts resulted from erosion processing 
[5]. Skeleton with single thickness can be obtained and its connectivity is also guaran-
teed, although it has a restriction that the object in image should be separated in ad-
vance. Wang proposed another approach using the connectivity number that thins a 
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grey image by replacing each pixel value to the minimum value nearby [6]. This 
method can perform thinning for the object not separated from background. However, 
in this method some skeletons can be lost and the connectivity is not guaranteed be-
cause the connectivity number cannot provide complete information about some fea-
ture points like end, node, or crossing points. 

In this paper, we proposed a new grayscale thinning method based on local 
min/max operation. Unlike Salari or Wang’s method where the ridges created by 
eroding only the pixels satisfying some specific conditions are determined as the final 
skeletons, the proposed method extracts the skeletons by repeatedly carrying out the 
procedure that detects the ridges newly created by local min operation and then re-
cover the connectivity of disconnected skeleton using connectivity information, after 
detecting the already existing ridges using the local min/max operation. 

The novelty of our approach lies in the fact that the connectivity of skeleton is well 
reserved, its position corresponds to the part having large pixel value, and separating 
the object from background is not required. 

2   Principles of Greyscale Thinning Algorithm Through Ridge 
Detection 

This chapter will describe the basic principles of the grayscale thinning algorithm 
being proposed in this research. The ridges detected through grayscale thinning 
should be as thin as 1 pixel width, have continuous characteristics and should have the 
highest pixel values within an object. Also, because it is usually difficult to clearly 
separate objects from the background in grayscale images, a thinning algorithm that 
can detect ridges even without separation would be appropriate. 

One thinning algorithm that can satisfy those conditions is to gradually erode the 
image until ridges become detectable, and then finally obtaining a skeleton. Fig.1 
demonstrates this process in one-dimensional diagram. 

First Fig.1(a) shows side-cut of original image, and target skeletons in this image 
would be located in ①, ② and ③. Performing ridge detection on this image will only 
find ① as a ridge because ① is already shaped like a ridge but ② and ③ are mostly 
flat. Fig.1(b) is eroded image of 1(a) with the previously extracted ridge restored on 
top. Performing ridge detection on this image will find ① and ③ since ① is already a 
ridge, ③ just became a ridge through the erosion process, and ② still remains flat. 
Fig. 1(c) is further eroded image of 1(b) with ridges detected in 1(b) restored. In this 
case ② now becomes a ridge and thus another ridge detection process applied will 
find all of ①, ② and ③ as ridges. Fig.1(d) shows above erosion detection process 
repeated several times with the ridges restored. This image will not change any more 
with further processing. Performing ridge detection on this final image and taking the 
detected ridge values obtains Fig.1(e). This is the final result of grayscale thinning 
algorithm and corresponds to the skeleton of the original image. 

If the background’s grayscale is needed to be kept in order to obtain some other in-
formation, Fig.1(d) would be a suitable result. The processing mechanism needed in 
these grayscale thinning are erosion computation and ridge detection methods. This 
paper proposes a grayscale thinning algorithm that finds skeletons through performing 
local min/max operations. 
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Fig. 1. Process of gray level thinning by proposed algorithm    (a) Original image,   (b), (c), (d) 
Process of image erosion and ridge detection,  (e) Thinned image 

3   The Proposed Gray-Level Thinning Algorithm 

Basically, the proposed method needs the erosion operation and ridge detection tech-
niques [7][8]. We employ local min/max operation to implement these techniques. As 
a parallel neighborhood operation, the local min operation used for image erosion and 
local max for dilation replace each pixel value of a given image with the maximum 
and minimum value among itself and its neighbors, respectively. Let 

},...,2,1,,...,2,1;{ JjIiij ===Π φφ µ  be the I×J, grey-level image array. Then the ero-

sion operation for a pixel at (I, J) is mathematically written as 

                      { } min { }ij ij
REROSION φ φµ µ=                            (1)  

                  ( ) = min ( )EROSION G REROSION∏ ∏ ∏                                     (2)  

where, minR  is the notation for the local min operator over the region R. 

Then, the positions of ridge pixels in the image can be detected by calculating the 
difference between the original image GΠ  and its opened version obtained by the 

morphological opening operation, i.e., the ridge image RIDGEΠ  is obtained by 
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In RIDGEΠ , even noise-like ridges can be considerably included, since all possible 

ridges are detected by eq. (3). The clearer ridge, which has relatively large pixel value 
when compared to its neighborhood, can be detected by slightly modifying this equa-
tion as follows: 
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where the superscripts (1) and (2) on operation Rmin  or Rmax  denote the number of 

iterations of these operations applied to the image. The higher the value of threshold, 
Height is assigned, the larger the pixel values of ridges can be obtained. Then the 
composite image, ΠCOMPn is obtained by using ΠRIDGE  and ΠEROSION  as follows: 

         { ; 1,2,..., , 1, 2,..., }ij
COMP COMP i I j JµΠ = = =   (5)     

where, max ( , )ij ij ij
COMP p RIDGE EROSIONµ µ µ= , ij

RIDGE RIDGEµ ∈Π , and ij
EROSION EROSIONµ ∈Π . 

Plus, maxP() denotes the local max operator applied to each pixel on two images, 

RIDGEΠ  and EROSIONΠ . 

The above ridge detection and erosion processes are repeated using the obtained 
ΠCOMP as input image again. During this process the erosion operation is what makes 
ridges visible, and ridge detection is what finds the skeleton. According to this method, 
the ridges found during the process are part of the final skeleton, and thus newly found 
ridges through eq.(3) are accumulated on existing ridges using eq.(5). Ridge detection is 
then repeated to build up the final skeleton. This process is iterated until ΠCOMP image 
does not change any further. At this stage ridge detection is applied for one last time and 
ridges found here are determined to be the final skeleton of the image. 

 
  (a)                                (b) 

Fig. 2. Connectivity problem: (a) Original image (b) Composite image (ΠCOMP  ) 
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However, this method of grayscale thinning will create a connectivity problem be-
tween the already obtained ridges and eroded image in terms of pixel values. Fig.2 
shows this problem. Fig.2(b) is the ΠCOMP image after one cycle of above process on 
Fig.2(a). This connectivity problem in ΠCOMP image should be resolved. 

This disconnection can be restored using grayscale connectivity number informa-
tion. Grayscale connectivity number is an extension of 8-connectivity number concept 
for application on grayscale images. The connectivity number C8(x0) of central pixel 
x0 on 3x3 image area is computed as the number of changes of 8 pixel values fk, as 
defined in following equation  (6) and  (7), from -1 to 1. Pixel scanning is done by 
one clockwise rotation (i.e. f8, f7,..., f1), ignoring 0 values and taking x9=x1. Figure 3 
shows x0 and distribution of obtained fk. 

2 1 2 1 0 2 1 2 2 1 2 1

2 1 2 1 2 1 0

  -1,  if  x  < x   and  ( x < x  or  x  < x )

              1,   if  x  > x   and   x < x

              0,   otherwise                                             (l=1, 2, 

l l l l l l

l l l

f − − − − +

− + +

=

3, 4)

 (6) 

2 1
2 2 1 2 1 0 1     x  > x   and   x < x

0
l

l l lif
f

otherwise
−

+ +⎧
= ⎨
⎩

     (l=1, 2, 3, 4) (7) 

 

f4 f3 f2 

f5 x0 f1 

f6 f7 f8 

Fig. 3. pixel x0 and fk 

However the grayscale connectivity number found with this method does not com-
pletely provide connectivity status information as contrast to connectivity numbers on 
binary images. Experiment using grayscale connectivity number found through above 
method shows that although connected points are correctly detected from the obtained 
information, detection is not guaranteed on end, node and crossing points. In fact, 
pixel that was calculated with above method to have value of 2 is guaranteed to be a 
connectivity point, but end, node and crossing points are not guaranteed to be consis-
tent with values such as 1, 3, and 4. This grayscale thinning algorithm, however,   
effectively detects end, node and crossing points during the ridge detection process. 
Therefore only the connectivity points are required to keep connectivity of the skele-
ton, and the grayscale connectivity numbers may be used effectively.  

This algorithm uses following connectivity restoration method: It scans only pixels 
that are not part of a ridge among all pixels of composite image ΠCOMP at current stage. 
The pixel x0 being scanned is changed to the corresponding pixel value at previous 
stage composite image, while its 8-connectivity values keep their pixel values of cur-
rent stage composite image. Then the grayscale connectivity number C8(x0) is com-
puted from above data. If the connectivity number found is 2 or greater, the scanned 
pixel’s value is changed to the corresponding pixel value of previous stage composite 
image. The connectivity of skeleton is then restored, based on the characteristic that 
pixel values of grayscale image do not change dramatically about its neighboring val-
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ues. This modified composite image is used again as input image and through iterated 
ridge detection and erosion process a continuous skeleton can be obtained.  

The number of iterations required on this algorithm is automatically determined. 
However a same final skeleton can be obtained by number of iteration corresponding 
to 1/2 of maximum ridge width of an object in the image. Therefore if the maximum 
ridge width of an object in image can be obtained beforehand, number of iteration can 
be determined before and shorten the required processing time. 

4   Experiments and Results 

This experiment uses artificial pattern images, character images taken with camera and 
fingerprint image taken from scanner, all of which are 256-scale grey images. The 
algorithm’s local min/max operations used in erosion and ridge detection uses 4-
neighbour as neighboring area. Fig.4 shows experimental results on an artificial 
256x190 size pattern image. Since Peleg’s method does not recognize connectivity, the 
upper right and middle pattern shows connectivity problem. Salari’s method fails to 
find proper skeleton on upper right pattern. His method erodes outlines of the object 
within image relative to the background pixel value, and so erosion can’t be performed, 
and thus the skeleton can’t be found, if there is a grayscale distribution shaped as a 
well within the object that has only little higher pixel values than the background. 
Wang’s method shows problems in connectivity and skeleton shape in upper right 
pattern and middle pattern. This is because the grayscale connectivity numbers used in 
this method does not provide sufficient information. In contrast, our proposed method 
shows much better performance in both connectivity and skeleton shape. One issue is 
the appearance of unnecessary branches in left pattern, and this happens because pro-
posed method first extract ridges then erodes the new image again to find additional 
ridges. Peleg and Wang’s method also shows similar artifacts in their results. This 
result obtained final ridges with the value of height set to 30 in eq. (4).  

  
(a)                                       (b)                                         (c) 

                                 
(d) (e) 

Fig. 4. Thinning results on the pattern image: (a) Original image, (b) Peleg, (c) Salari, (d) 
Wang, (e) Proposed algorithm 
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Fig.5 shows experimental results on 256x256 size fingerprint image obtained 
through thresholding. Peleg’s method is result of thresholding with threshold value of 
20, and shows problems in both skeleton shapes and connectivity because it does not 
consider connectivity in the first place. Salari’s method fails to find some skeletons by 
same reasons on Fig.4. Wang’s method shows imperfect connectivity due to its  
 

 
(a)                                        (b)                                        (c) 

 

      
                  (d)                                                 (e) 

Fig. 5. Thinning results on the segmented finger print image: (a) Original image, (b) Peleg 
algorithm, (c) Salari algorithm, (d) Wang algorithm, (e) Proposed algorithm 

        
(a)                                         (b)                                      (c)  

       
(d)                                           (e)                                       (f) 

Fig. 6. Thinning results on Korean character image: (a) Original image, (b) Peleg algorithm, (c) 
Wang algorithm, (d) Wang algorithm(T=220), (e) Proposed algorithm, (f) Proposed algo-
rithm(T=240) 
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grayscale connectivity numbers. In contrast the proposed method shows much better 
performance in connectivity and skeleton formation. This result obtained final ridges 
using height set to 20 in eq. (4). 
   Fig.6 shows experimental results on image containing characters that are not clearly 
separated. Salari’s method can’t be applied in this kind of images. Fig.6(b) is result of 
Peleg’s method, and 6(c) is Wang’s method, both performed on original image 6(a). 
Fig.6(d) is result of thresholding applied on 6(c) with threshold value of 220. Fig. 6(e) 
is image just before obtaining final ridges using proposed method, and 6(f) is result of 
thesholding with threshold value of 240. It can be observed that the proposed method 
provides better results again in terms of skeleton shape and connectivity. 

To summarize above experiments: Peleg’s method is an early thinning method us-
ing local min/max operation that shows connectivity problems. Salari’s method can’t 
be applied at all if objects within image aren’t completely separated, and fails to per-
form thinning on circular patterns with different grayscale value than the background. 
Finally although Wang’s method provide better skeleton compared to other methods 
but still poses connectivity issues. Our proposed method however shows improved 
characteristics in terms of skeleton shape and connectivity. The skeleton obtained 
from proposed method has width of around 2 pixels; this may be resolved by applying 
additional binary image thinning algorithm on final image, but further research seems 
necessary to obtain 1-pixel wide skeleton. 

5   Conclusion 

This research proposed a grayscale image thinning method using erosion and dilation 
functions of local min/max operations. This method extracts skeleton image of grey 
image using image erosion and ridge detection. The erosion process makes new ridges 
appear, and then ridge detection is used to extract the skeleton. Although this method 
uses local min/max operations used in existing Peleg’s method it differs in concept of 
ridge detection and skeleton extraction methods. It is also different than Salari method 
since ridge is directly extracted and is not dependent on object’s outline. This method 
also uses application of grey connectivity numbers Wang conditionally used to re-
move pixels to restore connectivity on skeleton.  

This method preserves connectivity of obtained skeleton. It is located on the largest 
pixel value areas in the object, and the method does not require clear separation of 
objects within image. The major mathematical operations used in this method are 
simple parallel-processing local min/max operations which reduces processing time 
required on hardware. Experimental results show much improved performance in 
skeleton shapes and connectivity when compared with other existing methods.  
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